For Our Flag Officers

By Anna Von Reitz

As noted on April 24, 1863, Abraham Lincoln issued the Lieber Code. It made the Grand Army of the Republic responsible for our money and the welfare of our civilian population among other things. The very next day, he bankrupted the original federal United States commercial company.

Since then the GAR has morphed into the United States Army, the U.S. Army and the US ARMY. The Lieber Code has morphed into The Hague Conventions.

It's all still in effect.

Just like the Reconstruction Acts have for the most part never been repealed.

[Read any AR 27-10 issued in your lifetimes. Read DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET 27-161-1, the:Law of Peace, which we are owed in this country, but which we are routinely denied. Read 41-10, Civil Affairs OPs. If you need "documentation" in support of all that I am saying, God knows you don't have to go any further than to read Army manuals.]

Fast forward past the evils of the Federal Reserve and the trademarked Federal Reserve System to the Big Short of 2008.

Forget all the funny business on Wall Street and the Big Banks and Derivatives markets.

Obummer is in the White House. What does he do? Well, we all know about the TARP fiasco, but something a lot more insidious went on as prep work for bankrupting the Federal Reserve System in 2009.

It's called State Sponsored Counterfeiting. Between 2008 and 2015 hundreds of trillions of "dollars" worth of Federal Reserve Notes were printed in Singapore, Thailand, Mexico and Afghanistan using official "government" printing presses, engraving plates, paper and ink.

As a result it is literally impossible to tell the difference between the fakes and the "real" notes. The same thing was done with Treasury Bonds.

And then, in 2009, the Federal Reserve System TM was bankrupted.

All those notes and all those Treasuries were rendered worthless overnight.

People and governments all over the world were panic stricken, stuck with worthless paper. And the source of it all was conveniently bankrupt.
Obummer purposefully set this all up to bankrupt both the Municipal United States and the Territorial United States. He fully intended to "vacate" what was left of the constitutional system and leave the States and the People of this country on the hook to pay for it all.

And all this and more has occurred on the watch of our military leaders.

Our actual Silver Dollars we were forced to trade on a "dollar for dollar" basis for paper notes --IOU's from "the Federal Reserve" which was and is as "federal" as Federal Express. See the 1934 Emergency Banking Act.

And this came after the vermin confiscated all our privately held gold-- $387 billion worth in today's market, which they used as surety for their own private corporate bankruptcy in 1933.

And while we were being fleeced and impoverished and reduced to soup kitchens on this side of the Atlantic and vast amounts of land were being acquired by banks and corporations for pennies on the dollar, the bastards responsible were investing heavily in Germany and Adolph Hitler.

All this crap has gone on right under the noses of our vaunted "Flag Generals" who were supposed to be minding the store and taking care of our money and protecting the welfare of the civilian population of this country.

And what was happening instead?

Well, they ran out of our money during the Second World War, as Ms. Hudes somewhat incorrectly and disingenuously explained in her letter from the World Bank, so the vermin proposed to kidnap us and press gang us in the foreign international jurisdiction of the sea, and after trafficking us, to sell us into bondage and seize upon all our property public and private back home as more collateral for their debts.

All without our knowledge or consent of course.

This is how you Flag Generals have discharged your duty owed under the Lieber Code and Hague Conventions to safeguard our money and the welfare of our civilian population.

In a sane world you should all be court-martialed and shot. Your ONLY saving grace is that this information was kept highly compartmentalized so that one hand did not know what the other was doing, and a degree of plausible deniability was maintained throughout this long debacle of endless betrayal of the American States and People.

Otherwise your combined performance at all these junctures would have been worth five cents for a lead slug,

And we are all still standing here waiting to see if your performance of your perceived duty is any better today than it has been for the last 150 years.

Let's go over this again and see if you get the right answers this time?

Who do we work for?

A) The American People
B) Wall Street
C) the Federal Reserve
D) Congress

Whose money are we supposed to protect?
A) The American People's
B) the Federal Reserve's
C) Government Pension Funds
D) Members of Congress's

Who actually pays our paychecks and retirement benefits?

A) The American People
B) Congress
C) the Federal Reserve
D) Serco

Who do we owe our allegiance to?

A) The American People
B) Congress
C) The United States
D) USA, Inc.

Whose peace and welfare are we supposed to safeguard?

A) The American People
B) The European Elite
C) International Bankers
D) Defense Contractors

Now here's a tough essay question, gentlemen--- is trafficking clueless Americans into foreign jurisdiction and selling them into slavery and seizing upon their assets as chattel backing your debts compatible with the mandate to protect them and safeguard their money? Why or why not?

If you think that I am just a wee little bit fed up with your lack of performance in behalf of your actual employers you would be right.

If you think that it is easy for a little old lady-- who is actually shy and kindly--- to get steamed up enough to take on the Pope, the Queen, the Joint Chiefs, and all you fellows, too-- think again. I am not doing this for fun or profit. I am doing this because otherwise Phil the Pill gets to keep @$750 T of our money and all his Bill Collectors will be sitting on American doorsteps and evicting millions more innocent people from their homes.

I am doing all this and it plainly, obviously is NOT my job. It's a job I have been paying all these high and mighty Flag Generals to do and we can all see the results.

So my suggestion that you all remove the corks may not be respectful and it may not be becoming a lady, but on the other hand the history and the present circumstance calls for neither respect nor decorum.

I and millions of other Americans have loyally supported you and your predecessors through thick and through thin, and now you can begin to understand why we are banging our dishes on the floor like angry dogs and swearing at you to your faces.

This situation including the evil and corrupt "court" system really IS your fault, it really IS your duty that is derelict, it really IS your mandate to protect our money and guard our welfare --- and you have betrayed that duty and mandate in practically every way possible short of pulling your service revolvers and shooting your own employers in the head.
From what I have seen of your training programs in recent years it looks like that is precisely what the vermin have been preparing you to do next.

And after that, the perps will have some Nurembug Trials and get rid of all of you, too.

WAKE UP, DOROTHY.

_____ Post script.

I have already provided tons of "documentation" throughout my writings, including direct quotes from Army Manuals. I have given you publication numbers for the most important sources other than the Jag operations manuals -- read those, too, if you want MORE proof.

You have Karen Hudes' confirmation from the World Bank, even if she doesn't make a distinction between the actual United States and the Federal United States. And now I am going to add another piece of documentation for you, straight from the US Department of State.

I and many others have been lampooned for exposing the Birth Certificate bondage to which we have been subjected without our knowledge or consent by our own employees. No doubt you want "proof" of that, too. So I already sent you the step-by-step on that. Now I am attaching what the State Department has to say about it.

Please notice that the "full faith and credit" has been attached to my Birth Certificate. My good name has been seized upon as a commercial object by your corrupt governmental "services" corporation (oh, I have been "served" all right) and I have been mischaracterized as a willing volunteer liable to stand good for the debts of the guilty franchise organization doing business as the State of Wisconsin, too.

Here I am, flat-footed on the land of my native country, saying for you and the world that I do not consent to this, that this is an offense against God and Man, that it is the most odious kind of betrayal, that it is a Gross Breach of Trust, a lie, and an act of knowing commercial fraud institutionalized by foreign governmental services corporations operating both illegally and unlawfully on our shores.

I denounce it as a war crime and an act of attempted genocide and human trafficking and enslavement which has been outlawed since 1702.

That this is being done in the name of "United States of America" ---- not, you will note, the honorable organization I serve, The United States of America---- is just more salt in the wounds, more proof of deliberate malice I serve, employees who in fact owe me their good faith service and allegiance, employees who are sworn to defend me from "all enemies both foreign and domestic" for a reason.

I suggest that you go to GMEIUtility.com and plug in what is purported to be "your" Social Security Number to see for yourselves what the ultimate result of this chicanery is and exactly how the "US National War College" is directly involved in vast, hideous, international crime against the actual American States and People.

Attached documents:

http://annavonreitz.com/hudespage2.pdf
http://annavonreitz.com/ussosgfc.pdf